














We first experience the hotel when Cassie Bowden is being swept up in the sleek glamour of the suite and Alex Sokolov - fast cars, 
exclusive access and long, luxurious sex.  We’re as tangled in the sheets as she is when she gets up to leave. 

The sense of lovely entanglement quickly manifests in other ways.  The palatial suite becomes a maze with new spaces opening 
and doors closing,  her memory playing tricks while the mystery unfolds.  

Reflections, refractions, obfuscation, moving walls and screens are designed to keep the audience with Cassie and her confusion.  
She struggles to make sense of her surroundings when the suite becomes transformed in her memory.

















The lotus is a symbol of spiritual awakening in Buddhism and prevalent in Bangkok. It emerges from the mud and grows toward 
the light, rising above the turbid waters to bloom and connecting us to our main character’s journey.



















Annie’s Loft











A lawyer who toys with the truth, Annie obscures what 
is often revealed and brazenly exposes what we 
naturally would concealed.  

Compelling art on the wall, on-trend decor, raw 
materials used where refined details could be - rough 
warehouse elements usually left exposed or covered 
with glossy paint.   

An inverted design dialogue - true to Annie and 
underlining Cassie’s now inverted world.  



















Imperial Atlantic









Imperial Atlantic first class is Luxury Aloft.  Our first class 
cabin is gives Cassie a place to escape the reality of 
her past - and present - and the world below.  The crew 
area is deeply functional, but with clean finishes and to 
marry the front and back of house. 

The seating layout is arranged to give as much 
versatility in camera as possible.  The pods and aisle 
portions allow eyelines between the crew area and the 
passenger pods.



Graphics











Hotel D’Argento











COVID Construction
Rejoining production after COVID required building with new considerations.



Fuller’s Bar Interior & Exterior







The move to stage allowed us to amplify the cat & 
mouse aspect of this scene.   

Covid precautions included creating touchless crew 
access points and reducing the ceiling to allow 
maximum air circulation. Limitations on materials let us 
reconceive the representation of our themes, resulting 
in the use of lattice  and thickly scenic’d stained glass 
to amplify obfuscation.
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Due to shooting restrictions in NYC, redressing a private alley was required for this scene.







Max’s Hospital







BLOCKING SCREEN

Waiting Room

Nurse’s Station

Max’s Room

Touchless Entry

Touchless Entry

Built element barriers safely stood in for crowded hallways during a thwarted reconciliation scene.











Jail Cell





Megan Briscoe’s Dining Room





Jada’s Bedroom



Shane’s Club



Buckley’s Apartment





London Warehouse



Bowden Childhood Home

Plattsburgh New York - Early 1990s
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